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Secure identification of users, programming agents, hosts, and networking devices is considered the core element of computing security. Rarely is anonymity a desired goal of systems, networks, and applications. This aspect is dictated largely by the extent in which computing has evolved to automate many facets of critical human activities, such as in businesses and even in processes that can have direct effects on human lives. To that end every unit of computing in modern systems with a relative level of security is attached to an authenticated identity associated with it. This enables deterministic accountability and lays the foundation for responsible and secure computing, as we present in chapter 1. We emphasize the major aspects relating to identification and access control and define the basic concepts that collectively form the foundation for computing security.

An identity in computing reflects real-life entities in that its level of granularity can be coarse (such as representing an organization; a group of people) or can represent a specific individual or a particular computing device. The premise of achieving deterministic accountability is centered on the processes that support coherent and consistent identity management where a one-to-one correspondence of an identity to a real entity, its owner, can be achieved. Assurance in identity, referred to as identity trust, is established through authentication. In computing security trust is computable. The authentication process is based on providing what is called ÜIQ proof of identity possession, while uniqueness of an identity is generally parameterized by referencing a well defined naming space. The latter can be as simple as a local registry of a centralized system or as wide and global as the Internet. The level of trust in an identity varies depending on the proof presented to establish it. Although trust in computing spans all elements that contribute to enforcing system and networking controls including the integrity of identity repositories and that of governing policies, evidently it is all predicated on the trust that a system or a network establishes in an identity.
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Faith and Place: An Essay in Embodied Religious EpistemologyOxford University Press, 2009
Faith and Place takes knowledge of place as a basis for thinking about the relationship between religious belief and our embodied life.

Recent epistemology of religion has appealed to various secular analogues for religious belief - especially analogues drawn from sense perception and scientific theory construction. These approaches tend...
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Learning VMware App VolumesPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how can you deliver a great user experience and drive down storage and management costs
	
		Discover hidden gems to deliver applications to virtual desktop environments in seconds
	
		This book will help you fully utilize the true potential of VMware App Volumes and design and...
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Marine Toxins as Research Tools (Progress in Molecular and Subcellular Biology / Marine Molecular Biotechnology)Springer, 2009
Marine organisms produce a wide array of toxins, many of which are not only structurally unusual, but also show potent and interesting modes of action. Since the discovery of tetrodotoxin, a pufferfish toxin, as a potent and selective blocker of Na+ channels in 1964, it has been widely used as a research tool in pharmacological and physiological...
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The Origins of Health and DiseaseCambridge University Press, 2011

	Some phenomena in medicine and psychology remain unexplained by current theory. Chronic fatigue syndrome, repetitive strain injury and irritable bowel syndrome, for example, are all diseases or syndromes that cannot be explained in terms of a physiological abnormality. In this intriguing book, Michael Hyland proposes that there is a currently...
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Fourier Analysis: An Introduction (Princeton Lectures in Analysis)Princeton Press, 2003

	This first volume, a three-part introduction to the subject, is intended for students with a beginning knowledge of mathematical analysis who are motivated to discover the ideas that shape Fourier analysis. It begins with the simple conviction that Fourier arrived at in the early nineteenth century when studying problems in the physical...
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Typewriter Art: A Modern AnthologyLaurence King Publishing, 2014

	The first piece of known typewriter art was a "drawing" of a butterfly by Flora F. F. Stacey in 1898; since then, artists, designers, poets, and writers have used this rigorous medium to produce an astounding range of creative work.

	

	This beautiful book brings together some of the best examples by typewriter artists...
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